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When Does Framing Inﬂuence Preferences, Risk Perceptions, and Risk Attitudes? The Explicated Valence Account MICHAEL TOMBU1* and DAVID R. MANDEL1,2 1 DRDC, Toronto Research Centre, Toronto, ON, Canada 2 York University, Toronto, ON, Canada ABSTRACT When faced with an expected loss and a choice between a sure option and a risky option, the gain–loss framing of the problem has been shown to inﬂuence option preference. According to prospect theory, this framing effect is the result of contradictory attitudes about risks involving gains and losses. This article develops and tests an alternative explicated valence account (EVA), which proposes that preference reversals are caused by differences in the explicated outcome valences of the options under consideration. EVA can account for previous ﬁndings where framing effects are observed, eliminated, or even reversed. In two experiments, EVA successfully predicted when framing effects were observed, eliminated, and reversed. The ﬁndings also showed that although framing inﬂuenced risk perception, it did not inﬂuence risk attitudes. Copyright © 2015 Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada Journal of Behavioral Decision Making © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article at the publisher's web-site. key words
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Decisions are often inﬂuenced by the manner in which options are described or “framed.” For instance, in the classic Asian disease problem (ADP), participants are told that a disease is expected to kill 600 people (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Participants then chose between the following two options. If Program A is adopted, 200 people will be saved. If Program B is adopted, there is a one-third probability that 600 people will be saved and a two-thirds probability that nobody will be saved. In this description, the options are positively framed. That is, the description refers to the number of lives that would be saved by each program, whereas the complementary number of people that would die is implicit. Alternatively, the options can be negatively framed by making the number who would die explicit and leaving the number saved implicit. When the options were positively framed, most participants (72%) chose the sure option, whereas when the options were negatively framed, most (78%) chose the uncertain option (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). This oftenreplicated shift in preferences (Kühberger, 1998; Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth, 1998), called the risky-choice framing effect, has been used to draw conclusions about the stability of people’s attitudes toward risk. Although the paired options in the ADP have the same expected value, they differ in outcome variance. Outcome variance has long been used as a proxy for risk, with higher outcome variance being indicative of higher risk (Pollatsek & Tversky, 1970). Using this ‘economic’ deﬁnition of risk, risk attitudes in the ADP apparently shift with variations in framing. That is, people show a risk-averse preference for the sure
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option when exposed to positive frames and a risk-seeking preference for the uncertain option when exposed to negative frames. As Tversky and Kahneman (1981) stated, “The change [in frame] is accompanied by a pronounced shift from risk aversion to risk taking. … Inconsistent responses to problems 1 and 2 [i.e., the negatively and positively framed versions] arise from the conjunction of a framing effect with contradictory attitudes toward risks involving gains and losses” (p. 453, italics added). According to Tversky and Kahneman (1986), this ﬁnding calls into question rationalchoice theories of human decision making because it violates the description-invariance principle (i.e., ﬁxed preferences across different descriptions of identical choice problems), one of the least questionable tenets of rational-choice theories. However, the framing effect is predicted by prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), which proposes that subjective value is subject to diminishing returns in the gain domain and diminishing losses in the loss domain. Prospect theory assumes that options are assessed relative to a subjective reference point. In the ADP, positive frames evoke a reference point of zero lives saved (i.e., 600 deaths), whereas negative frames evoke a reference point of zero lives lost. Relative to the reference point, the programs save lives in the positive frame and lose lives in the negative frame. According to the theory, because of reference dependence and the shape of the value function, people exhibit predictably labile risk attitudes, being risk averse (i.e., preferring lower variance options) when exposed to positive frames and risk seeking (i.e., preferring higher variance options) when exposed to negative frames. Prospect theory offers an elegant account of the framing effect. However, upon closer examination, two problems with this explanation become evident. The ﬁrst relates to how risk attitudes are assessed in risky-choice framing problems. We question the extent to which risk attitudes are being adequately captured by approaches that use the outcome variance of the preferred option as a proxy for risk. The second
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M. Tombu and D. R. Mandel relates to the generalizability of the framing effect. We review studies that have shown predictable eliminations and reversals of the framing effect—ﬁndings that cannot be accommodated by the explanation that preference reversals (i.e., framing effects) are mediated by concomitant reversals of risk attitudes. After brieﬂy discussing these problems, we introduce a new explicated valence account (EVA) of risky choice that correctly predicts not only the classic framing effects but also the eliminations and reversals that we review. EVA draws on the notion that lay conceptions of risk are shaped not only by outcome variance but also by signals of impending loss, which loss frames happen to make salient. Accordingly, we also show how EVA can account for framing effects on risk perception, an issue that has yet to receive research attention. After introducing EVA, we report on two experiments that test several of its key predictions regarding the effect of framing on preference, risk attitude, and risk perception.



How well does outcome variance capture risk attitude? The conclusion that framing affects risk attitudes rests on the economic deﬁnition of risk that infers risk attitude from the relative outcome variance of the preferred option (Pollatsek & Tversky, 1970). However, risk is a multifaceted concept that can be measured in different ways (e.g., Fischhoff, 1994; Kaplan, 1997; Mandel, 2007; March & Shapira, 1987). Although it can generally be described as the possibility of an undesirable outcome (Coombs & Lehner, 1981; Fischhoff, 1994), what constitutes an undesirable outcome is a subjective matter (Weber & Bottom, 1989). Furthermore, laypeople, and even researchers, do not agree about how much weight should be placed on the probability and size of the negative outcome, with individual (March & Shapira, 1987; Payne, 1975) and even cultural (Bontempo, Bottom, & Weber, 1997) differences in emphasis being reported. Although outcome variance contributes to perceived risk (Coombs & Pruitt, 1960), it does not fully capture the construct (Coombs & Lehner, 1981; Luce & Weber, 1986; March & Shapira, 1987; Weber, 1988; Weber, Shaﬁr, & Blais, 2004), a fact that diminishes its utility as a tool for assessing personal risk attitudes. By deﬁnition, attitudes are evaluative and, hence, subjective, being constructed by those possessing a given attitude (Ajzen, 2001; Eagly & Chaiken, 1998). Although an observer may infer one person’s attitude, the observer is not in a position to assign an attitude to the attitude holder. We propose that risk attitudes as one attitudinal class are no exception to this rule. In line with others (Mandel & Vartanian, 2011; Mellers, Schwartz, & Weber, 1997; Weber & Bottom, 1989; Weber & Milliman, 1997), we challenge the use of an externally imposed, one-size-ﬁts-all deﬁnition of risk. Instead of deriving risk attitude from the outcome variance of the preferred option, as is performed using the economic approach, we advocate a psychological approach in which risk attitude is treated as a subjective construct. In that approach, risk attitudes are inferred from the perceived risk a decision maker associates with the options being considered and from the decision maker’s choice among those options. Switching from an imposed measure of risk to a participant-deﬁned measure also has implications for the
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interpretation of ﬁndings concerning choice. For instance, Mellers et al. (1997) found that participants were more likely to agree with the risk-as-variance notion after considering gambles with positive expected utility rather than negative expected utility. Moreover, whereas risk attitudes were generally consistent across positively and negatively valued gambles when they were deﬁned in terms of the perceived risk of the preferred option, risk attitudes were much more labile when based on the outcome variance of the preferred gamble. Therefore, conclusions about risk attitude stability depended on how risk was assessed. In the present research, we applied a similar approach within the context of risky-choice framing to that employed by Mellers et al. (1997). On each trial, we presented participants with problems analogous to the ADP, manipulating problem frame across trials. We assessed the inﬂuence of framing on the following: (1) participants’ preferences (i.e., which of the two options participants preferred and how strongly); (2) participants’ risk perceptions (i.e., which of two options participants perceived as riskier); and (3) participants’ risk attitudes (i.e., the degree to which participants were risk seeking or risk averse), which can be derived from (i) the outcome variance of the preferred option (i.e., the economic approach) and (ii) the perceived riskiness of the preferred option (i.e., the psychological approach). An objective of ours was to determine whether the inﬂuence of framing on risk attitude was contingent on the method used to assess risk. We examined whether the framing effect was accompanied by contradictory risk attitudes when those attitudes were inferred from participants’ risk perceptions.



How generalizable is the framing effect? As noted earlier, a second issue we address in this research concerns the generalizability of the framing effect. Small and seemingly unimportant changes to the wording of the options in the ADP have eliminated or even reversed the framing effect. Kühberger (1995), Kühberger and Tanner (2010), and Mandel (2001, 2014) noted that the options in the ADP differ in more ways than just outcome variance. Whereas the sure option explicitly states the fate of only a subset of people at risk (200 of 600 in the positive frame and 400 of 600 in the negative frame), the uncertain option speciﬁes the possible fates of all people at risk (either 600 live or 600 die). Thus, compared with the uncertain option, the sure option lacks information about some of the people at risk, which the participant must infer. Kühberger (1995) examined the impact of this missing information by manipulating the information content of the sure option in the ADP. As shown in Table 1, whereas the uncertain option always contained information for all people at risk, the information content of the sure option varied. In the standard condition, the sure option explicated the number of people to be saved in the positive frame (200 will be saved) and the number of people who would die in the negative frame (400 will die). In the fully described condition, the sure option explicated the numbers of people to be saved and not to be saved in the positive frame (200 will be saved, and 400 will not be saved) and the numbers of people who would die and who would not die in the negative frame
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Table 1. Review of option valence in Kühberger (1995) and Mandel (2001)



Green cells indicate clauses with a positive valence, and red cells indicate clauses with a negative valence.



(400 will die, and 200 will not die). Finally, in a new, partially described condition, the sure option explicated the number of people not to be saved in the positive frame (400 people will not be saved) and the number of people who would not die in the negative frame (200 will not die). The effect of manipulating the information content of the sure option was striking. Although the framing effect was replicated with the standard description, no framing effect was observed with the full description (see also Mandel, 2014, Experiment 3), and a reverse framing effect was observed with the nonstandard partial description. In a similar vein, Mandel (2001) examined the inﬂuence of removing information in the ADP by truncating the uncertain option (see also Kühberger & Tanner, 2010). In addition, as Table 1 shows, he orthogonally manipulated frame in two ways: by varying descriptor frames, namely, the root label used to describe an outcome (saved and die), and by varying outcome frames, namely, the explicated valence of the expected outcome (negative and positive). Mandel found that neither descriptor framing nor outcome framing had a significant effect on preference. Moreover, Mandel (2014, Experiment 3) found that when the sure option was fully described, but the uncertain option was partially described (one-third probability of saving 600 in the positive frame versus twothirds chance of 600 dying in the negative frame), the effect of frame was opposite to that observed with the standardly worded ADP. At ﬁrst blush, the results of these studies are problematic for prospect theory. The apparent reversal of the framing effect with Kühberger’s (1995) new partially described



condition is especially problematic. However, although Kühberger reported a signiﬁcant information content by frame interaction, no statistics were provided on the simple effect of frame at each level of information content. Conﬁrming this apparent reversed framing effect is an important step in understanding the underlying mechanisms behind inconsistent preferences in Asian disease-style problems. Mandel’s (2001, 2014) results also appear to contradict prospect theory’s predictions. However, one criticism of the approach used in that study is that by truncating the uncertain option, the equivalence of the uncertain options across frames might have been undermined. That is, whereas saving 200 lives seems to imply that 400 will not be saved, it is less evident that a one-third chance of saving 600 implies a twothirds chance of saving no one. One aim of our research is to examine variations in problem formulation that are not susceptible to this critique.



The explicated valence account Building on prior research (Kühberger & Gradl, 2013; Mandel, 2001), we propose EVA as an account of description effects on preference in the context of risky choice. Our notion of explicated valence draws on Mandel’s (2001) notion of outcome framing, which he distinguished from descriptor framing. As noted earlier, whereas descriptor framing refers to the selection of positive or negative descriptors to express options (e.g., the choice of using the terms saved or die), outcome framing refers to variations in the positivity or negativity of the events that are explicated in a description. We refer
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M. Tombu and D. R. Mandel to the positivity or negativity conveyed through outcome framing as the explicated valence of the described option. To give some examples in the ADP context, “200 lives will be saved” has positive explicated valence because saving lives, which is explicitly mentioned, is a positive outcome. However, “200 people will not die” also has positive explicated valence even though the term die (a negative descriptor) is used to describe the option. Conversely, “400 lives will be lost” has negative explicated valence because losing lives, which is what is explicitly mentioned, is a negative outcome. Likewise, “400 lives will not be saved” would constitute a negative-outcome frame. Options can also be explicated in ways that convey mixed outcome valences, such as saying that “200 people will be saved and 400 people will die.” To be clear, EVA does not propose that these alternative descriptions alter the actual valence of the expected outcome, which presumably entails 200 being saved and 400 dying (but see Mandel, 2014). The alternative descriptions do, however, alter their explicated valence. The EVA predicts that decision makers are inﬂuenced by the explicated valences of the alternative options that they are considering in risky-choice problems. In the ADP context, this involves consideration of two options. EVA predicts that, all else being equal, decision makers will tend to choose the option that maximizes positive explicated valence. For instance, if a sure option was communicated with negative explicated valence such as “400 people will not be saved” and if it were paired with an option having mixed explicated valence such as “there is a 1/3 probability that 600 will be saved and a 2/3 probability that no one will be saved,” EVA predicts that participants favor the uncertain option because a negative explicated frame is less positive than a mixed explicated frame, even though the descriptors used in both options are positive (i.e., saved). This straightforward prediction of EVA can account for a wide range of description effects in the risky-choice context. First, it accounts for the traditional framing effect in the ADP because, in the positive frame, the sure option has more positive explicated valence than the uncertain option (see positive versus mixed in Table 1). Accordingly, EVA predicts a tendency toward sure-thing preference. In the negative frame, EVA predicts a tendency toward choosing the uncertain option because it similarly has a mixed explicated valence that is contrasted with a negative explicated valence in the sure option. EVA likewise fully accounts for the null framing effect reviewed earlier. For example, in Kühberger’s (1995) fully described problem, both options in both frames have mixed explicated valence (Table 1). Thus, EVA predicts indifference as a function of (descriptor) framing, as Kühberger had found. Likewise, in Mandel (2001), the paired options were always matched in terms of explicated valence. Thus, EVA predicts a null effect of framing, as Mandel had found. EVA also accounts for reversals of the framing effect. In Kühberger’s (1995) partially described condition (Table 1), the sure option in the positive descriptor (i.e., saved) frame nevertheless had a negative explicated outcome and vice versa in the negative frame. In both frames, the uncertain option had a mixed explicated valence. Thus, EVA predicts that the
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uncertain option will be preferred more in the positive frame (where it has a more positive explicated valence than the sure option) than in the negative frame (where it has a more negative explicated valence than the sure option), which is the reversed framing effect that Kühberger had found. In Mandel (2014, Experiment 3), the sure option had a mixed outcome in both the positive and negative frames, whereas the uncertain option had positive explicated valence in the positive framing condition and negative explicated valence in the negative framing condition. EVA predicts greater preference for the sure option in the negative frame than in the positive frame because the sure option has a more positive explicated valence than the uncertain option in the negative frame, but a more negative explicated valence than the uncertain option in the positive frame, as Mandel had found. On the whole, EVA correctly predicts when framing effects are observed, eliminated, or reversed in risky-choice problems. In the present research, we tested EVA’s predictions regarding preference for an expanded range of problems. Moreover, we extend the test of EVA to predictions regarding risk perception. Neither Kühberger (1995) nor Mandel (2001, 2014) required participants to indicate which option they considered to be riskier. In contrast, we collected such relative risk perception data from participants in addition to gauging their preferences. Doing so allowed us to examine the impact of explicated valence on risk perception (which option participants considered riskier) and risk attitudes (using both economic and psychological approaches). If risk perception is inﬂuenced by the explicit communication of loss and gain, then variations in outcome framing should have an effect not only on preference but also on risk perception. EVA therefore predicts when divergences from the outcome variance notion of risk are most likely—namely, when “risk as variance” is at odds with “risk as explicated loss.” In the standard ADP, that condition precisely characterizes the negative framing condition, which stands in contrast to the positive framing condition in which the two notions are congruent (i.e., the uncertain option is both higher in variance and less positive). Thus, EVA predicts that a higher proportion of participants would perceive the sure option as riskier than the uncertain option in the negative framing condition than in the positive framing condition. We test this novel prediction in Experiment 1 and further generalize it in Experiment 2.



EXPERIMENT 1 Experiment 1 tested EVA’s prediction that framing effects on preference would be eliminated when the relationship between explicated valences for the pair of options in one framing condition was the same as in the other framing condition. We refer to this relational state as having the same valence pattern. In contrast, when the relationship between the explicated valences for the pair options differs across frames, the relational state is said to exhibit a different valence pattern. EVA predicts null framing effects for the same valence patterns and either standard or reversed framing effects for the different framing patterns. In Experiment 1, we conﬁgure the different valence
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pattern condition so that a standard framing effect is predicted, whereas in Experiment 2, we conﬁgure the different valence pattern condition so that a reversed framing effect is predicted. Experiment 1 also tested EVA’s prediction that participants’ perception of which option was riskier will deviate more from the risk-as-variance notion in the negative framing condition than in the positive framing condition because, in the former condition, the risk-as-variance notion is at odds with the risk-as-explicated-loss notion, whereas in the latter condition, these two notions are aligned. Finally, we explored the implications of EVA’s predictions for inferences about risk attitudes. Given that EVA predicts that the sure option is more likely to be perceived as riskier than the uncertain option in the negative framing condition than in the positive framing condition, EVA likewise predicts that the effect of framing on preference in the standard ADP will be greater than the corresponding effect on risk attitudes when measured in psychological terms (i.e., on the basis of the participant’s assessment of which of the two options is riskier). That is because the correspondent effect on risk attitudes will be attenuated by cases where a standard framing effect on preference is observed, yet participants’ risk perceptions are contrary to that indicated by the risk-as-variance notion.



Method Participants Sixty-eight members of the University of Guelph community (mean age = 21.2 years, 32 men) were paid to participate in a session of up to a 1 hour.



Design Frame (negative and positive) and valence pattern (same and different) were manipulated within subjects. In the negative framing condition, the amount of money lost with each option was explicated, whereas the amount of money saved was explicated in the positive framing condition. When the valence pattern was different across frames, the problems had the same form as the standard ADP. That is, participants chose between a sure option (with positive explicated valence in the positive frame and negative explicated valence in the negative frame) and an equal expected value all-or-none option that was of mixed explicated valence (Table 2). In the same valence pattern condition, explicated valence was positive for both options in the positive framing condition, and it was negative for both options in the negative framing condition (Table 2). This was achieved by increasing the expected values of the two options by a factor of 4. This did not change outcome variance but did affect explicated valence. For instance, in the positive framing condition, participants were faced with an expect loss of $2400 and a choice between a sure option where they would save $800 and an uncertain option with a one-third chance of saving $1200 and a two-thirds chance of saving $600. This manipulation adds a sure component to the uncertain option.



Procedure In total, participants completed four problems, all of which were ﬁnancial variants of the ADP. Two problems were positively framed, and two were negatively framed. Half of the



Table 2. Basic problem structure, including option valence as a function of frame and valence pattern in Experiments 1 and 2



Green cells indicate clauses with a positive valence, and red cells indicate clauses with a negative valence.
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M. Tombu and D. R. Mandel participants ﬁrst completed the positively framed problems, whereas the other half ﬁrst completed the negatively framed problems. Within each frame, the valence pattern was the same for one problem and different for the other. Problem order within each frame was determined randomly, with both orders having equal probability. Six risky-choice scenarios, four adapted from Jou, Shanteau, and Harris (1996) and two new ones, were employed (Supporting Information). Within each frame, for each participant, scenarios were assigned to conditions randomly without replacement. The values of the overall ﬁnancial threat and the possible outcomes were scaled up by a factor of 10 or 100 for some scenarios to make them more believable (Supporting Information). Trials began with the presentation of the scenario and the two options. Option ordering was randomized across conditions subject to the constraint that Option A was the sure option half of the time. Participants were ﬁrst asked to “Please choose one of the following options.” Buttons, labeled “A” and “B,” were presented below the question. Following their response, the second question “How much do you prefer your choice over the un-chosen option” and a 7-point response scale ranging from no preference (0) to strongly prefer (6) were presented. The third question, “Which option do you think is the most risky,” was accompanied again by response buttons A and B. Questions remained on screen until participants responded. The next trial began immediately following the ﬁnal response. At the end of the ﬁnal trial, participants were notiﬁed to instruct the researcher than they had completed the experiment, after which they were debriefed.



Analysis Preferences, strength of preferences, risk perceptions, perceived risk attitudes, and strength of perceived risk attitudes were analyzed as a function of frame and valence pattern. Preferences indicate the proportion of participants preferring the uncertain option. Strength of preferences ranged from 6 to +6 and was based on preference and strength of preference data. We dummy coded a preference for the sure option as 1 and a preference for the uncertain option as +1, and these codes were multiplied by the strength of preference. Thus, positive values indicated preference for the uncertain option, and negative values indicated preference for the sure option. Such weighted measures have been used previously to provide a more ﬁne-grained assessment of preferences (Mandel, 2014; Peters & Levin, 2008). Risk perceptions indicate the proportion of participants that agreed that the uncertain option was riskier than the sure option. Perceived risk attitudes were derived from a combination of risk perceptions and preferences and indicated the proportion of participants who preferred the option they considered riskier. Strength of perceived risk attitude was coded in the same way as strength of preferences. If participants preferred the option they considered riskier, strength of perceived risk attitude equaled strength of preference. If they preferred the option they considered less risky, it equaled strength of preference multiplied by 1. Therefore, positive values of strength of perceived risk attitude indicated risk seeking, whereas negative values indicated risk aversion.
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Differences in categorical data (preferences, risk perceptions, and perceived risk attitudes) were evaluated using Cochran’s Q and McNemar tests. These nonparametric tests are used with dependent sample categorical data. McNemar tests are used when there are two samples, whereas Cochran’s Q tests are used with more than two samples.



Results and discussion Preferences An initial Cochran’s Q test performed on preferences across the four conditions revealed signiﬁcant differences across conditions, p < .001. Follow-up McNemar tests at each level of valence pattern revealed a signiﬁcant difference between frames when the valence pattern was different, p < .001 (59% chose the uncertain option in the negative frame vs. 25% in the positive frame), but there was no difference when the valence pattern was the same, p > .17 (34% chose the uncertain option in the negative vs. 47% in the positive frame). This pattern of results is precisely as predicted by EVA.



Strength of preferences A Frame × Valence Pattern analysis of variance (ANOVA) on strength of preferences revealed a signiﬁcant interaction effect, F(1, 67) = 18.60, MSe = 12.75, p < .001, η2p ¼ :29: Means are presented in Figure 1. When the valence pattern was different across frames, there was a large framing effect on strength of preferences, F(1, 67) = 27.06, MSe = 11.87, p < .001, η2p ¼ :29 . In contrast, when the valence pattern was the same across frames, no framing effect was observed, F(1, 67) = 1.20, MSe = 12.43, p > .27, η2p ¼ :02. In summary, we replicated the framing effect when the valence pattern differed across frames, and we found no framing effect when the valence pattern was the same across frames. The latter result is not predicted by prospect theory, which instead predicts a framing effect regardless of whether



Figure 1. Mean strength of preference by frame and valence pattern in Experiment 1. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Scale ranges from 6 (strong preference for the sure option) to +6 (strong preference for the uncertain option)
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or not the valence pattern is the same or different across frames. However, this pattern of ﬁndings is precisely what EVA predicts.



Risk perceptions For each condition, the percentage of participants who classiﬁed the uncertain option as riskier was calculated. This represents the proportion of participants sharing the riskas-variance notion. There was a signiﬁcant difference across the four proportions, shown in Figure 2, p < .02 by Cochran’s Q test. Follow-up McNemar tests were performed for each valence pattern. When the valence pattern was different across frames, signiﬁcantly more participants found the uncertain option riskier in the positive frame (92.7%) than in the negative frame (75.0%), p < .005. In contrast, when the valence pattern was the same across frames, there was no difference between negative (83.8%) and positive (86.8%) frames, p > .75. Overall, there was a high level of agreement between risk perceptions and the risk-as-variance notion. Nearly 85% of the time participants agreed that the uncertain option was more risky than the sure option. However, frame and valence pattern inﬂuenced this agreement rate in line with EVA’s predictions. Risk perceptions were less in agreement with the risk-as-variance notion in the different–negative condition (where risk as explicated loss is at odds with the variance notion) than in the different–positive condition (where the two notions of risk are aligned). Yet, when the valence pattern was the same across frames, agreement rates were uninﬂuenced by frame. This follows from EVA because, in the same condition, the risk-as-explicated-loss notion is held constant across options. One might argue that participants’ risk perception responses were inﬂuenced by their preferences. Given that their preferences varied by frame when the valence pattern was different across frames, perhaps their risk perceptions, which were elicited post-preference, merely reﬂect a desire to respond in a purportedly sensible manner. That is, if participants judged their preferred option to be less risky because they preferred it, a framing effect would be expected



Figure 2. Risk perceptions as a function of frame and valence pattern in Experiment 1



on risk perceptions as well. Although past research has shown that preference and risk judgments are distinct (Lopes, 1984; Luce & Weber, 1986; Payne, 1975), we conducted a control experiment to test this hypothesis. This experiment (N = 72) was identical to Experiment 1, except that participants were only presented with the positively and negatively framed problems where the valence pattern was different across frames (i.e., of the same form as the standard ADP) and were only asked to assess which option they felt was riskier. If participants’ risk assessments were inﬂuenced by their preferences, one would expect to see no effect of frame when the requirement to make a preference was removed. Contrary to this prediction, whereas 64% classiﬁed the uncertain option as riskier in the negative framing condition, a signiﬁcantly larger 89% did so in the positive framing condition, p < .001 by McNemar test. Therefore, it does not appear that the effect of framing on risk perception is due to having already expressed a preference.



Perceived risk attitudes Perceived risk attitudes were submitted to Cochran’s Q test across the four conditions. As a reminder, perceived risk attitudes refer to whether or not participants preferred the option they considered riskier. No signiﬁcant difference across conditions was detected, p > .1, indicating that neither frame, valence pattern, nor their interaction had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on perceived risk attitudes.



Strength of perceived risk attitudes A Frame × Valence pattern ANOVA on strength of perceived risk attitudes revealed only a marginal interaction between frame and valence pattern, F(1, 67) = 3.52, MSe = 13.58, p < .07, η2p ¼ :05. As Figure 3 shows, small but opposing effects of frame were observed at each level of valence pattern. Neither reached signiﬁcance (valence pattern differed across



Figure 3. Mean strength of perceived risk attitude as a function of frame and valence pattern in Experiment 1. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Scale ranges from 6 (strongly risk averse) to +6 (strongly risk seeking)
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M. Tombu and D. R. Mandel frame, F(1, 67) = 2.43, MSe = 12.77, p > .12, η2p ¼ :04 ; valence pattern was the same across frame, F(1, 67) = 1.56, MSe = 11.31, p > .21, η2p ¼ :02 ). In line with Weber and Bottom (1989), participants were generally risk averse across conditions, an effect that reached signiﬁcance for all conditions except the positive frame/same valence pattern condition (all p < .05). We found that psychological risk attitudes were stable across frames regardless of the valence pattern. Stable perceived risk attitudes were observed despite ﬁnding a signiﬁcant framing effect on preferences when the valence pattern differed across frames. Thus, we ﬁnd that risk attitudes, when assessed from the participant’s point of view, are not affected by variations in problem wording. We also ﬁnd that framing effects on preference are not mainly the result of corresponding variations in risk attitude. Rather, the effect of framing on both preference and risk perception is inﬂuenced mainly by corresponding variations in explicated outcome valence as EVA predicts.



EXPERIMENT 2 The aim of Experiment 2 was to test EVA under conditions in which it predicts either no effect of framing or a reversed framing effect. As noted earlier, Kühberger (1995) found a reversed framing effect in the ADP when the sure option explicated a negative outcome in the positive framing condition (400 not saved) and a positive outcome in the negative framing condition (200 not dying), whereas the uncertain option explicated the standard mixed outcomes in both framing conditions (Table 1). Mandel (2014, Experiment 3) also found a reversed framing effect when the sure option in an isomorphic variant of the ADP was fully described and the uncertain option was only partially described. In that condition, the sure option always conveyed a mixed explicated outcome, whereas the uncertain option had a positive explicated outcome in the positive framing condition (one-third probability of 600 being saved) and a negative explicated outcome in the negative framing condition (two-thirds probability of 600 dying). EVA predicts reversed framing effects in both of these prior studies because the sure option is less positive than the uncertain option in the positive framing condition and it is more positive than the uncertain option in the negative framing condition. In Experiment 2, we extend the test of this prediction of EVA in the different valence pattern condition by making the sure option a mixed explicated outcome in both frames, while making the explicated outcomes of the uncertain option positive in the positive framing condition and negative in the negative framing condition. This is much like the condition just described by Mandel (2014), but with an important difference. In Mandel’s (2014) Experiment 3, the uncertain options presented only partial probability information. Thus, it is unclear what participants may have inferred about the remaining probabilities and their associated outcomes. In contrast, in the present experiment, the uncertain options explicate the probabilities that sum to unity and are thus exhaustive of the possible outcomes for that option.



Framing and the Explicated Valence Account



Also, as in Experiment 1, participants’ relative risk perceptions are elicited. To illustrate how this is achieved, consider the following example (with the negatively framed text in parentheses and positively framed text in square brackets, also see Table 2): Imagine that Mary cannot fulﬁll a contract she signed with an apartment manager. Her deposit of $2,400 is in jeopardy. There are two alternatives. If she chooses option A, it is certain that she will (lose $1,600) [get $800 back], but that she will (not lose the other $800) [not get the other $1,600 back]. If she chooses option B, there is a one-third probability that she (will lose $1,200) [get $1,200 back], and a twothirds probability that she will (lose $1,800) [get $600 back]. That is, in the different–positive condition, the uncertain option explicates two possible positive outcomes, whereas the sure option explicates a mixed outcome. Thus, all else being equal, EVA predicts a preference for the uncertain option. In the different–negative condition, the uncertain option explicates two possible negative outcomes, whereas the sure option once again explicates a mixed outcome. All else being equal, EVA predicts a preference for the sure option. Taken together, these predictions imply a reversed framing effect and may be directly pitted with the prediction of prospect theory, which is that precisely the opposite preferences will be observed, yielding a standard framing effect. In the same valence pattern condition, both the sure and uncertain options are mixed explicated outcomes, regardless of frame (Table 2). For instance, Imagine that Mary cannot fulﬁll a contract she signed with an apartment manager. Her deposit of $600 is in jeopardy. There are two alternatives. If she chooses option A, it is certain that she will (lose $400) [get $200 back], but that she will (not lose the other $200) [not get the other $400 back]. If she chooses option B, there is a one-third probability that she will (lose $0) [get $600 back], and a two-thirds probability that she will (lose $600) [get $0 back]. This condition is akin to the fully described condition used by Kühberger (1995). As noted earlier, EVA predicts no framing effect in this condition because the paired options in both frames are mixed explicated outcomes, whereas prospect theory predicts a standard framing effect.



Method Eighty-one members of the University of Guelph community (mean age = 22.4, 34 men) that did not participate in Experiment 1 were paid for their participation. The design was the same as in Experiment 1. Likewise, the procedure was identical to that in Experiment 1, except that the sure options
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were expanded to indicate the outcome for the entire ﬁnancial resource (Table 2).



Results and discussion Preferences An initial Cochran Q test performed on preferences revealed a signiﬁcant difference across the four conditions, p < .001. Follow-up McNemar tests at each level of valence pattern revealed no effect of frame when the valence pattern was the same across frames, p > .3 (26% vs. 19% choosing the uncertain option in the negative versus positive frames, respectively), but a signiﬁcant reversed framing effect on preferences was observed when the valence pattern was different, p < .05 (42% vs. 59% choosing the uncertain option in the negative versus positive frames, respectively).



Strength of preferences A Frame × Valence Pattern ANOVA on strength of preferences revealed a signiﬁcant interaction, F(1, 80) = 6.08, MSe = 10.39, p < .02, η2p ¼ :07. Means are shown in Figure 4. Participants were uninﬂuenced by frame when the valence pattern was the same across frames, F < 1, whereas a reversed framing effect was observed when the valence patterns were different, F(1, 80) = 5.92, MSe = 15.51, p < .02, η2p ¼ :07 . A signiﬁcant effect of valence pattern was also observed, F(1, 80) = 41.24, MSe = 11.44, p < .01, η2p ¼ :34 . Preferences were 2.4 points lower when the valence pattern was the same across frames than when the valence patterns were different, indicating that the sure option was preferred more when the valence pattern was the same as opposed to different across frames. The preference and strength of preference results once again support EVA and are inconsistent with prospect theory, which incorrectly predicts a standard framing effect regardless of the valence pattern across frames.



Figure 4. Mean strength of preference as a function of valence pattern and frame in Experiment 2. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Scale ranges from 6 (strong preference for the sure option) to +6 (strong preference for the uncertain option)



Risk perceptions Cochran’s Q test on the percentage of participants who agreed that the uncertain option was riskier than the sure option revealed a signiﬁcant difference across conditions, p < .02. Figure 5 shows the proportion of participants agreeing with the risk-as-variance notion in each condition. Agreement rates were identical across frames when the valence pattern was the same across frames (93.8%) and declined when the valence pattern was different for both frames. The difference between positive (72.8%) and negative (84.0%) frames when the valence pattern was different across frames, however, was not signiﬁcant, p = .11. Although not signiﬁcant, the pattern of means was consistent with the observation from Experiment 1 that the relative valence of the options inﬂuences perceived risk. The sure option was more likely to be perceived as riskier when it had a more negative valence (positive frame) than when it had a more positive valence (negative frame).



Perceived risk attitudes Cochran’s Q test revealed a signiﬁcant difference in perceived risk attitude across the four conditions, p < .03. When the valence pattern was the same across frames, 29.6% of participants picked the option they considered riskier in the negative frame, and 17.3% picked the option they considered riskier in the positive frame. When the valence pattern was different across frames, 33.3% of participants picked the option they considered riskier in the negative frame, and 37.0% picked the option they considered riskier in the positive frame. Follow-up McNemar tests revealed that participants perceived themselves to be more risk seeking in both the positive and negative frames when the valence pattern differed across frame than in the positive frame when the valence pattern was the same, p < .04. No effect of frame was observed when the valence pattern differed across frames, p > .7, while the effect of frame approached but failed to reach signiﬁcance when the valence pattern was the same across frames, p > .06.



Figure 5. Risk perceptions as a function of frame and valence pattern in Experiment 2
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M. Tombu and D. R. Mandel Strength of perceived risk attitudes A Frame × Valence Pattern ANOVA revealed only a signiﬁcant effect of valence pattern, F(1, 80) = 3.97, MSe = 14.59, p = .05, η2p ¼ :05. As can be seen in Figure 6, although participants perceived themselves as risk averse in all conditions (all p’s < .01), they perceived themselves as more so when the valence pattern was the same across frames (2.1) than when it differed (1.2). No other effects approach signiﬁcance (F < 1). In summary, perceived risk attitudes were generally unaffected by problem frame in Experiment 2. Although the effect of frame approached signiﬁcance when the valence pattern was the same across frame in the perceived risk attitude analysis, this was not the case for the more sensitive strength of perceived risk attitude analysis (p > .10). As was the case in Experiment 1, framing manipulations do not appear to inﬂuence perceived risk attitude. Overall, the results of Experiment 2 supported EVA’s predictions and replicated key ﬁndings of Experiment 1. When problem wording was manipulated to eliminate valence differences between options, frame had no inﬂuence on preferences, risk perceptions, or perceived risk attitudes. When valence differences that favored the uncertain option in the positive frame and the sure option in the negative frame were introduced, a reverse framing effect was observed on preferences, but no effect of frame was observed on perceived risk attitudes. Risk perceptions also showed a reversed framing effect, although it was only marginally signiﬁcant. These results are problematic for prospect theory, which predicts standard framing effects regardless of the valence pattern. The reversed framing effect observed when the valence pattern differed across frames is especially problematic. Furthermore, our results show a clear dissociation between preferences and perceived risk attitudes derived from the perceived riskiness of the preferred option. Whereas preferences shifted with changes in relative valence, perceived risk attitudes were unaffected. As was the case in Experiment 1,



Figure 6. Mean strength of perceived risk attitudes as a function of frame and valence pattern in Experiment 2. Error bars represent SEM. Scale ranges from 6 (strongly risk averse) to +6 (strongly risk seeking)



Framing and the Explicated Valence Account



these results suggest that contradictory attitudes toward risks involving gains and losses are not responsible for the framing effect. Instead, frame-induced variations in risk perception can better account for framing effects. This conclusion is supported by the fact that when risk preference is based on whether the chosen option was perceived as more or less risky than the non-chosen option (i.e., Figure 6), framing effects are eliminated.



GENERAL DISCUSSION In two experiments, we pitted EVA against prospect theory by creating situations in which frame and explicated valence make opposite predictions. We found that preference reversals are inﬂuenced by changes in explicated valence, and not by contradictory risk attitudes across gain and loss domains. When explicated valence differences favored the sure option in the positive frame and the uncertain option in the negative frame, framing effects were observed (Experiment 1). When explicated valence differences between options were eliminated, no framing effects were observed (Experiments 1 and 2). When explicated valence differences favored the uncertain option in the positive frame and the sure option in the negative frame, reverse framing effects were observed (Experiment 2). We also examined why shifts in preferences accompanying changes in valence might occur. We found that perceived risk attitudes—namely, those inferred from the perceived risk of the preferred option relative to the perceived risk of the non-preferred option—were stable across frames. This indicates that they could not have mediated the effect of frame on the observed preference reversals. In contrast, we observed that risk perceptions were inﬂuenced by explicated valence much as preferences had been. This provides support for models that posit a mediating role for risk perception on preference reversals (e.g., Sitkin & Weingart, 1995). Although our results show that risk perception is affected by variations in explicated valence, they also conﬁrmed the strong role played by outcome variance in shaping risk perception. Across both experiments, participants agreed that the uncertain option was riskier over 85% of the time. Yet even with this high degree of agreement, had we only assessed risk attitudes using outcome variance, as is common practice in the framing literature, a different picture of risk attitudes would have emerged. Deriving risk attitudes from participants’ risk perceptions revealed stable risk attitudes. Had we instead used the risk-as-variance notion, we would have concluded differently that participants’ risk attitudes varied by frame. These ﬁndings bear a striking similarity to those of Mellers et al. (1997), who reached a similar conclusion in the context of the reﬂection effect. In addition to valence, other factors are known to inﬂuence risk perception, such as wealth position (e.g., Lopes & Casey, 1994) and aspiration level (e.g., Lopes, 1984; Schneider, 1992; Schneider & Lopes, 1986). As a result, we propose that risk attitudes should not be externally imposed by researchers onto participants on the basis of calculation of the outcome variances of options.
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At a more fundamental level, even the assumption that the outcome variance associated with the sure option is less than that associated with the uncertain option is questionable. Although it is true that in isolation the sure option has less variance than the uncertain option, it is not true when considering the two options in combination. In the context of risky choice between two options, the consequences of choosing one option could always be compared against the potential outcomes had the other option been chosen. Thus, in the standard ADP, if one chooses the sure prospect, forgoing the uncertain prospect, there is a one-third chance of losing 400 lives that might otherwise have been saved and a twothirds chance of saving 200 lives that might otherwise have been lost. Interestingly, from this comparative perspective, the uncertain prospect has exactly the same variance. There is a one-third chance of saving 400 lives that might otherwise have been lost and a two-thirds chance of losing 200 lives that might otherwise have been saved. Thus, researchers who choose to use outcome variance as a basis for coding relative risk ought to consider both the factual and counterfactual perspectives from which decision makers might evaluate the options. The importance of such comparisons may also be moderated by context. For instance, participants who made repeated choices between a sure option and an uncertain option were more likely to switch to the alternative on the next trial after having received negative feedback when the context involved saving human lives rather than when it involved saving money (Vartanian, Mandel, & Duncan, 2011). That is, their propensity to use a win-stay–lose-shift strategy (Nowak & Sigmund, 1993) was context dependent. Although our ﬁndings are better accounted for by EVA than prospect theory, they do not challenge the notion that decision makers are susceptible to variations in the framing of options. We observed framing effects on both preferences and risk perceptions that are well explained by variations in the explicated valence of the options presented. These variations made expected losses associated with the options being considered more or less salient. Although our experiments were not meant to address the possible deeper sources of why outcome framing may affect risk perception and preference, we consider three plausible (and non-mutually exclusive) explanations that could be investigated in future research. One explanation is that a focus on loss might evoke feelings of dread or uncontrollability, which are known to be important psychosocial determinants of risk perception (Slovic, 1987). Thus, there may be an automatic response to explicated negativity that causes a form of preferential recoil in which people are inclined to avoid the alternative that is overtly more negative (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001; Slovic & Peters, 2006). A second explanation of the predictions of EVA is that decision makers are applying a simple decision rule in which the alternative described with the fewest number of lossexplicating statements is selected as one’s choice. In problems such as those described in the present research, the decision rule could be as simple as choosing positive explicated outcomes over mixed explicated outcomes, choosing the latter over negative explicated outcomes, and letting the aforementioned inequalities be transitive. This explanation



raises interesting questions about the effect of event splitting on preference and risk perception. In the present research, the positive and negative expected components of each option were communicated using a single proposition. However, one could examine whether risk and preference might be affected by unpacking these singular descriptions of positive and negative valence into subsets. For instance, the preference for segregating gains and integrating losses (Thaler, 1985) suggests that it may be more appealing to have a greater number of positive explicated outcomes and fewer negative explicated outcomes, even if the variations in number make no difference to the overall sums. A simple decision rule such as that proposed would of course be sensitive to such manipulations. A third explanation draws on the notion that the choice of how to explicate valence in framing outcomes will leak information about the desirability of options, which goes beyond the facts being communicated (McKenzie & Nelson, 2003; Sher & Mckenzie, 2006, 2008). Thus, choosing to communicate in a negative frame may be interpreted as a warning that prediction errors may be costly (Teigen & Nikolaisen, 2009) or a recommendation against that option (van Buiten & Keren, 2009). In fact, Allport, Brozovsky, and Kerler (2010) found that business students who recommended rejecting a capital budget proposal used more negative language to describe the proposal than those recommending acceptance or those not asked to make a recommendation. This result shows that the valence in which an option is described leaks implicit information about the speaker’s position. Our results show that listeners, in turn, use this information when assessing risk. Although EVA does not presently differentiate among these three possible explanations, the account nevertheless uniﬁes several disparate ﬁndings in the framing literature, including standard, null, and reversed framing effects (Kühberger, 1995; Mandel, 2001, 2014). Likewise, EVA sheds light on other ﬁndings, such as why Jou et al. (1996) found null framing effects when participants were given a rationale for the available options that made the reciprocal consequence of the sure option salient. Doing so is akin to adding a negative-outcome component to the sure option in the positive frame (i.e., reminding participants that 400 will die) and adding a positive-outcome component to that option in the negative frame (i.e., reminding participants that 200 will be saved). EVA may also be useful for organizing areas of framing research other than risky-choice framing effects. For instance, in attribute framing, a product may be described as “75% lean” or “25% fat,” and a key ﬁnding is that the former description tends to be evaluated more favorably (Levin et al., 1998). In this example, the terms “lean” and “fat,” which serve to deﬁne alternative descriptor frames, are confounded with positive-outcome and negative-outcome frames or explicated valence. EVA predicts that “75% non-fat” would be evaluated much like “75% lean” because in both cases the explicated valence is positive. Framing accounts based on the actual choice of terms (namely, fat or lean) are more equivocal in their predictions because none has clearly speciﬁed how negational terms, such as “non-fat” or “not saved,” are to be treated.
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M. Tombu and D. R. Mandel To sum up, while humans are not always fully rational decision makers, charges of risk attitude instability based on framing manipulations seem somewhat exaggerated in light of our ﬁndings. Outcome variance does not fully capture risk perception. To understand people’s risk attitudes, researchers ought to examine what is considered risky from the decision maker’s stance. When that is done, a different picture of risk attitude consistency emerges.
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